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Insect Week
by Liana Mahoney

It was Insect Week. Ryan needed an insect to bring
to school. A cool one.
He went outside with his camera, a net, and a small
bin. The net and bin would help him catch and keep the
bug and the camera? Well, he didn't go anywhere
without that!

PREVIEW

First, he flipped over a rock. All he saw were ants.

The ants were so tiny they might be able to escape from his bug bin. But still, he took a
quick picture with his camera.
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A dragonfly teased him as it buzzed right in front of his
camera before darting away on a breeze.
Ryan went back inside with an empty bug bin. He hadn't caught a thing. What
would he take to school for Insect Week?
Then he took out his camera. He looked through the pictures he took that
afternoon. Ryan smiled. He was ready for Insect Week after all. He didn't catch any cool
bugs to bring in, but he caught a whole collection of them on his camera!
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Name :

Insect Week
1)

Which of the items does Ryan not carry on his insect-catching exercise?
a) a camera

b) a net

2)

What did Ryan need an insect for?

3)

Why did Ryan fail to catch any insect?

c)

a leaf

d) a bin
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5)

Read the below text. Which adjective best describes Ryan’s feeling?
He looked through the pictures he took that afternoon. Ryan smiled. He was ready
for Insect Week after all.
a)

disappointed

b)

happy

c)

curious
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Answer Key

Name :

Insect Week
1)

Which of the items does Ryan not carry on his insect-catching exercise?
a) a camera

2)

b) a net

c)

a leaf

d) a bin

What did Ryan need an insect for?
He needed a cool bug to take to school for Insect Week.

3)

PREVIEW

Why did Ryan fail to catch any insect?

He couldn't get hold of any insect because the caterpillar disappeared in the
grass, the grasshopper hopped away, the butterfly flew away, and the
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5)

Read the below text. Which adjective best describes Ryan’s feeling?
He looked through the pictures he took that afternoon. Ryan smiled. He was ready
for Insect Week after all.
a)

disappointed

b)

happy

c)

curious
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